2007 pontiac grand prix heater not working

One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Pontiac Grand Am is when it has
no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes driving much less
comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there are two main
reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something
to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level
possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the
heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air
blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in your Grand Am,
this process has failed in one way or another. There is almost never a situation where you
would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception to that
would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir to the
radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can
also cause your Grand Am to not be able to create enough heat. You can verify this by checking
the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be
connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap. Some
vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is getting
hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a
thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the
engine. If your Grand Am has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the
spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are
known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad
heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the
heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the
hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is
clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or
low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt
going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info
above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Grand Am to not be
able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you
look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not
heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump.
GMCustomerService answered 8 years ago. Hello Tjack, Sorry to hear about this issue you're
having. If you would like to private message me your VIN, name, current mileage, I could
research to see if there are any recalls or special coverages related to the issue you're
experiencing. My email address is socialmedia gm. Also, I would suggest having your GM
dealership do a diagnosis on your vehicle as they would be the best resource of determining
what's wrong. Vanessa GM Customer Service. Dorian answered 8 years ago. First thing you
should do is check your coolant levels and top it off because if you have air in your cooling
system, the engine can't pump hot coolant through the heater core properly. John answered 8
years ago. Also to go along with Dorian check the temp of the lines going to the heater core
with your hand. They should both be near engine temp. If they are both cold then something is
preventing flow and if one is hot and the other is cold then there is a huge air pocket in the
heater core. If they are both engine or near engine temp then its something in the car under the
dash. Like a door not moving. If its stuck on AC then it will blow normal temp air since the
compressor isn't running. Benberry answered 8 years ago. I have a 08 Pontia. The air and heat
only blows out at random times of use. Recently the car started to over heat with the gauge
getting higher. The car. I have a Pontiac Grand Prix my air didn't work all summer and my heat
is not working this winter of course this is a problem because I can defrost my windows I had
the blower motor replaced Co I currently have no heat or air conditioning in my car. Originally I
noticed when the blower motor wasn't functioning, so after checking fuses all appeared fine , I
replaced the blower motor and stil I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Just not
heat air. Any advice? The heat in my Grand Prix isn't working the fan blows air. Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new
Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely

Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. One of the most common and
inconvenient problems with the Pontiac Grand Prix is when it has no heat coming from the
heater. Not having a functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign
of certain issues. At the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not
working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting
to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by
passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the
blower motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and
passengers. If the heater has stopped working in your Grand Prix, this process has failed in one
way or another. There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap
off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason
to believe that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Grand Prix to not be
able to create enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at
the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube
coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does
this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from
entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck
open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your Grand Prix has a built in
temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of
driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without
the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so
watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should
feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is
cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any
heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your
temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming
from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of
gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad
can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater
would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to
leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine
run hotter, it can also cause your Grand Prix to not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core
The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at your temperature gauge, and the
engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be
having issues with the water pump. I have a pontiac grand prix. Heater fan works, but blows
cool air. We replaced the thermostat but that didn't make a difference. What else could be wrong
besides the heater core? Is there any easy way to tell if it's the heater core or could it be
something else? I would check to see if the diverter door is working. Daniel answered 8 years
ago. Dorian answered 8 years ago. First check your coolant levels and make sure there is no air
in the cooling system. Low coolant levels can sometimes cause the heat to not work and it's a
cheap fix. I had a similar issue to this on my Grand Prix. After painstakingly removing the glove
box to look at the blend door actuator, I found it to be working normally. In hindsight, I didn't
need to do all of that work, because I could actually hear the actuator working when I changed
the temp control knob. You should be able to hear it run and bottom out when you are all the
way cold or all the way hot. This shows that both the actuator is working and the blend door is
not jammed. My next step will be inspecting the heater control valve, and I am confident that
this will fix it. Nola answered 7 years ago. Robert answered 7 years ago. Pissedoff answered 7
years ago. I just got ripped by a mechanic for this very same issue. Popeye answered 5 years
ago. For people that have problems with there car not getting heat. I haven't had heat in my car
for 5 years. I have change the water pump, thermostat, and radiator. Most likely what happen is
someone mixed 2 different kinds of coolant and it created a orange clay that clogs the radiator
and the heater core. If u have this orange clay in your car, u will go threw hell to get this fixed.
First off u need a new radiator, cause there is no way u r going to get it clean, I tried. When u
install the radiator do not connect it to your cooling system yet. Next, flush the inside of the
engine with hot water, when flushing, take a break and let hot water sit in the engine to help
break down the orange clay, and keep flushing out. This will take awhile. Then splice the heater
core lines, and get connectors to put the heater core back together. Do not let that acid sit in
there, if u leave the acid in too long it will ruin the heater core. After u flush the acid out, have a
air hose to shoot threw the line and shoot all the water out. Keep putting hot water in the heater
core and blowing out. I shoot the water in the inlet and after I did that, I switch to the outlet. I did
this about 30 times. This should fix your heater problem. That orange Dex cool is junk and will

never have that in any of my vehicle. GL and I hope this solves your problem. It's good to know
that. I've been calling what was in the radiator something like oatmeal but orange clay describes
it as well. Got tired of having the radiator flushed and it making no difference so you pretty
much described my problem better than anyone has. Now the big problem is the ability to fix
this. It's cold here and that sounds as thought it takes time a bit of money. Wanted to keep this
car as it would be a classic someday but I think I'm going to have to trade it. Benn using son's
car on really cold days. Thank goodness we don't work on same days. Can't get the defroster to
clear the windows without the hear and it's only a matter of time before a wreck or ticket.. I did
all the work myself. I been a contractor the last 20 years and experience in some plunging and I
used plumbing parts for the flushing. Yes 6 degrees outside causes a problem. The whole
process took me about 3 hours except for the water pump I did that a couple of days before
hand. Even if u do one thing per day to get it done, I guarantee it will work. I been dealing with
this for 5 years and this solution worked. Have already changed the water pump. Flushed the
radiator several times but no one could give me an answer on what I called the oatmeal that
built up in the radiator but as I said, your explanation of orange clay works to. Just once I would
have like to hear someone say, "That beats the dickens out of me; I don't know what it is. I could
flush it forever, but that stuff would build up again. Or they're have some other expensive
answer. Some were so stupid I knew they wouldn't work. I tried some on my own and took it to a
garage a couple of times. I'd like to try this but may have to wait until it gets warmer. Just drive
my sons car in the meantime. Hopefully, I can get it fixed in a little over a year instead of five but
I appreciate the answer. That water pump won't have to be changed again will it? No, u
shouldn't have to change the water pump again. I would try what I did to the heater core. U
might be able to get the heater to work for the winter before it clogs up again. Then when u get a
chance to fix it right. U have to get all that out of there and once it's in the radiator u can't get it
out. Thanks so much. Sounds like this might really work. Thanks for sharing your experience.
Strange that they recommend the dex cool but I'll listen to the voice of experience. My 98 grand
am gt when trying to turn knob to highest level to defrost not working but it works on lowest
level which is three help. To everyone who tried to help me, a big thank you. That car was
costing me money every month. I was freezing, burning up, or the car was overheating or
getting wet inside. I felt like I rebuilt that car but the check engine light still came on at least
once a month and the heater was not working. I gave up and traded for another car. I don't think
my car payment is as high as the upkeep on that Pontiac. Too bad - it was a cool looking car
and had it's moments of being great but I couldn't afford it anymore. Again, thank to everyone.
Is there any I have a Pontiac Grand Prix and my heat does not get hot. It blows good but only
ever gets luke warm even when the car is warmed up. I was told that the way Pontiac runs their
vents the air has Hoses going into car are hot, so i dont believe its hea Car was using antifreeze,
but no leaks that I seen. Now it gets hot occasionally so I don't go far. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Heater not getting hot. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. Not blowing hot air Do you. Hello, It sounds like you need to replace the
temperature blend door actuator is not working here is a guide to help you see how to change it
out. Was this answer. Check the blend air doors to see if they are working. If they are, you need
to check the heater core. When the engine is cold, make sure the coolant is full. Next, start the
engine, turn the heater on high, and allow the engine to warm up. Feel both heater core hoses.
Both should be hot. If only one is hot, the core is most likely plugged and will need back
flushed. Is the engine warming up to a normal operating temp? I've had the experience with two
cars of adding coolant to the radiator and the system developing an air lock where the heater
blew cool air afterwards. On most newer cars, there's little 'petcock' screws that need to be
opened to allow air out of the system. Does the top and bottom radiator hoses feel about the
same temp so you know you don't have a thermostat problem? Assuming the thermostat is
okay and it's an air lock, you can do more research to see the procedure for clearing any air
lock OR if you took the car in for a radiator flush, they generally know what and where to look to
return a good working heater to you. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Heater Not
Working Content. Also Changed Light Still Step by step guide on how to fix your heater, this
information pertains to most cars, trucks and SUV's. When The Heater Is Set I Looked The Other
Thing I Have Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy, Stranger!

Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse
Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in Pontiac. I have a 97 Grand Prix GT without
climate control. No matter what settings I put the fan on, I get nothing more than just a trickle of
air out of all the vents defog, head, feet. When I change the speed settings, the fan gets louder,
like its trying to blow air harder, but still nothing more than a trickle of air from the vents.
Changing the vent selector doesn't affect the airflow out of any of the vents. If I turn on the AC,
it seems like the trickle of air does get cool eventually, but not nearly enough to make the car
comfortable. Has anyone seen this issue, and can point me in the right direction to fixing it?
November December I had this problem and I had a mechanic replace the ignition switch after
reading other forums. I had the same issue with my Gran Prix GT, in my case not only the AC,
blower fan and daytime driving lights and auto headlights plus my rear window defogger. It
turned out to be the ignition switch. All these components work through it. Once replacing the
ignition switch it solved all my problems especially the fan just working on 5. August edited
August It will continue to blow constantly even with the car turned off. I have to unhook the
battery to get it to shut down. I recently put in a new battery and it worked fine for about a day.
Any ideas? September I ve read so many post that i don't know where to start. June I have the
same problem, and instead of unhooking the battery I simply pulled the 30 V HVAC fuse in the
glove compartment fuse box to get it to shut down. October My fan is staying on too. Were you
ever able to find a solution to this problem? I have a pontiac and after I had smoke fill the inside
cabin because the fuse blew, I replaced the blower motor and resistor. That worked for about
weeks and then blew just last week. No smoke this time. I can hear the compressor and other
parts turning on underneath the hood, and there is a little air flow and its very cold, but nothing
more. Did you ever find out what was causing the intermittent behavior? I have the exact same
problem now! Somebody please help me! My Grand Prix started giving me some problems last
winter. It would blow air, but not get very hot. I let it go because I didn't want to deal with it. This
summer on a hot day, the fan wouldn't even turn on for most of the day. Finally, it started
blowing nice cold air. This happened sparatically throughout the summer. Now we are back to
winter and it's the same thing But now I have a new exciting issue. The blower won't shut off
even when the car is off. I unplugged the battery over night once and the problem seemed to be
fixed for a little while. I made the mistake of turning the heater back on and now same issue
Killed my battery last night. I need some good solid advice. I want it fixed right the first time. I've
heard so far I need to replace blower motor, then resistor, or try the relay. No one has a straight
answer. Heater blower stopped working. The blower motor control module is probally bad but
son does not have money to replace it. Can I go out to the blower motor and tap into the wires
and run a new resistant switch into car and bypass the blower motor control module. When car
is running you can turn on heat and place on defrost and you can feel warm air coming out just
no blower to blow it out. Tarah88, I'm sorry to hear about the concerns you're having with your
HVAC, especially as colder weather is rolling in. Have you been working with a dealership
already? Sarah GM Customer Service. Then this fall it acted like no heat when I first tried the
heater. Now we are nearing December and the defroster on both sides blows cold air no heat at
all and after about minutes the heater may blow a little warm air out the front vents only. But
then if I turn on the defroster it is cold again. Any suggestions? Have you worked with a
dealership already towards resolving this? HOWEVER, there are reports that this resistor goes
back on occasion because of water leaking onto it from a bad windshield seal, so you should
check to see if the resistor is full of corrosion from water damageif so, you have TWO problems
to fix, or you'll be back under there soon enough. January No, I emailed you more specifically
about the problem that I am having. I was never able to find out the problem with my car as I am
still dealing with it. As with many other people, I have read several post and have no idea where
to start. I have talked to mechanics and tell them about the ignition switch and they have never
heard of that or at least tell me no. But I have replaced every other part that I can think of
besides pulling the wiring from the dash which is hundreds of dollars that I don't have. I have
no idea what to do. I replaced the blower motor resistor, but I think I fried the wiring harness
when the initial problem happened, hence the smoke in the vents. Can someone help me? I
know my way around a car pretty well. I also need an instruction manual. Thank you. March I've
tried everything except ignition switch. April I have yet to find one issue similar to mine current
problem or maybe I just didn't look hard enough. Anyways when I have my heater on the driver
side vents blow out cold air including the floor ones and my passenger side heat works fine.
When I have the AC on the driver side works great and the passenger side blows out hot air like
as if the heater was turned on high. I have played with the temperature settings to see if I can
get it to work even a little but had no luck. The weird thing is sometimes by chance the heater
will work fine on both sides but this is rare. July I have a pontiac gp. In recent months the
internal fan has been acting up. It will turn off and on on its own and stubbornly refuses most of

my coaxing. I have taken it into a mechanic as I dont have the ability to repair it myself at the
moment but they keep giving me conflicting reports about what the problem is. So far I have
been quoted at 50 dollars for a small fill up of coolant which I was told is not very low and no
leak. Then I was told by the same mechanic that it was all my fans and my car would become
damaged if i didnt fork over dollars for a full repair. I sadly had to burst his bubble on that fact
since I know the engine fan works fine as I can check it for myself without removing the dang
dashboard. Then yet again was quoted dollars to check the resistor which is now what he
swears the problem is. All this after he has ran a diag on it. Is there anyway to get to the resistor
under the glovebox without pulling the dash? I do not own a repair manual for this car yet so
any help locating it would be awesome! Your car is new enough to have that system
electronically controlled as on a Dodge Intrepid I once owned It may need a simple calibration.
It's like calibrating a joy stick on a computer. You set the range of motion of the doors so they
know where they're sitting. I have a Grand prix. It has a musty smell from time to time. My GP
had the typical rubber elbow on the fire wall and I could see it and maintain it from under the
car. Can someone shed some light on this? My car is not at all wet inside, cabin or trunk!
Thanks for listening. I have a 05 grand prix and my heat stopped working on all speeds then it
kicked back in then stopped for good i get a reading on the resistor when i put the battery tester
to it iam having troubles finding a spot for the battery tester. I have a grand prix The blower
resistor and it still dont work I have a Grand Prix and I was experiencing the exact same
problem. I did some research and found out that there is a cabin air filter on the passenger side.
You have to go under the hood to change it. Once we changed the cabin air filter different from
the engine air filter the smell went away. Thanks much. Did so, regarding cabin filter along with
finding and clearing drain tube. Seems to have worked. Thanks again. February I am having the
same problems with my I haven't taken it to a mechanic yet but plan on doing that soon. Did you
ever end up getting the problem fixed and if so what was it and how much was it? This is a
Pontiac Grand Prix forum! Well, you're telling that member off about 3. That post was from
Discussions may have been combined during that time, and that member is almost certainly not
going to see your message. May In my pontiac grand prix I noticed the other night when i turned
on the air condition that my dashboard message center and the automatic headlights went off. I
tried a few different settings and nothing. I was just wondering if its as simple as replacing a few
fuses or do i have to rip everything apart. Well u have to do a therough check on wires. Car
drives great but I just had the AC fan blast on full while I was driving. It will not shut off and
adusting the controls does nothing. I had to unhook the battery to turn it off. The only things
that happened prior to the issue is a car wash perhaps water leaked into the electronics and put
a cell phone charger into the lighter. Just bought a Grand Prix GT2 4 days ago- beautiful car!
Ran great, everything worked when tested. Dealership replaced the windshield the day we
picked it up since we saw it had a prominent stone chip in the middle when we took it for test
drive. Picked it up on Thursday; on Saturday the air conditioner wouldn't shut off, not even
when car was turned off. Had to pull fuse to get it to stop. Have read the forum- some have
suggested a leak that corroded the resistor; others suggested ignition wiring, etc. Wondering if
the replacement of the windshield and all the torrential rain we had actually caused this or if its
something else. There was no evidence of leaking in the car. Perhaps it just happened to work
correctly when we test drove it. Called the dealership but they must have closed earlier on
Saturday. Left messa
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ge for them. Closed on Sunday. Hoping they will make it right but we bought it without a
warranty. Not sure how to proceed from here. I checked and buyer's remorse laws don't appear
to apply to cars. A mechanic mentioned a recall for this problem, but I checked this as well and
don't see one. Had same issue with my GP started in the last month. After reading about it
maybe being the ignition switch went out this morn and sprayed electrical contact cleaner into
the key hole. Everything appears to be working fine again A cheap fix to try before going any
deeper into this problem. Hope this helps any one looking up this problem Jim. Hello all, I have
a similar problem and hope to get some help. I would like to be able to get heat now that it's
getting cold. Any ideas, help and suggestions would be helpful. I have a Pontiac grand prix 01
supercharger. When I turn my car my car is automatic so basically my head lights turn on by
itself. What is wrong my car.? Sign In or Register to comment.

